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virtues were certainly great, they were less conspicuous off than
on the field of battle.
Of his colleagues and comrades, Lawrence, Forde and Coote,
it is probably true to say that their services to England, as
soldiers, were as great as those of Clive ; their deeds as merit-
orious ; their qualities no less admirable. Lawrence, the cool-
headed, stubborn defender of Trichinopoly and Madras ;
Forde, the bold exponent of the offensive at Condore and Badara
and the audacious stormer of Masulipatam ; Coote, the careful
victor of Wandewash, the patient captor of Pondicherry—to
these was due in as great a degree as to Clive the firm foundation
of coir Indian Empire. And when we see the mighty growth of
the seed they sowed ; when we realise how widespread has been
the influence of their work on the history of two continents and
two peoples, we see these little campaigns and fights of theirs in
their true perspective—no longer as affairs of opera bouffe, but
as portents or the great things to be, far transcending in
importance many of those gallant but barren battles in the Low
Countries and in Germany which are borne with pride in many
a tattered colour and have given rise to many a regimental
tradition.
NOTES FOR FURTHER READING
Malleson's History of the French in India covers the whole of this
period, but it is very inaccurate and has no maps. Sir G. Forrest's
Life of Glive has superseded all earlier biographies, and though very
lengthy is of great value. Wylly's competent but somewhat diffuse
Life of Coote covers the whole period of the Seven Years* War in
India and can be recommended. There are also short lives of Forde,
• by one of his descendants, and Stringer Lawrence, by Biddulph.

